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THE VILLANOVA SCHOOL OF LAW

Lawyers' Responsibility: Aid the Homeless
by Chris Moran
On
Saturday
afternoon,
November 3, a gathering of stu
dents, practitioners, and others
interested in improving our socie
ty, assembled in Room 29 to
participate in the Law Review
Symposium on Homelessness.
Professor Sirico moderated the
Symposium and introduced the
distinguished panel of speakers
including: Norman Siegel (Exec
utive Director of the New York
Civil Liberties Union), the Honor
able Edmund Ludwig (United
States District Court for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania),
John Calmore (Associate Profes
sor, Loyola Law School), Barbara
Sard (Managing Attorney, Greater
Boston Legal Services) and Ronald
Slye (Assistant Clinical Professor,
Yale Law School).
Professor Sirico noted that the
homelessness problem has
reached epidemic proportions in
the United States and pointed out
that the problem is worse now
than at any time since the Great
Depression. It is presently esti
mated that over 13,000 Philadelphians are homeless and that the
number of homeless nationwide
exceeds 2 million. Sadly, the
faster growing segment of the
homelfssness population is comEach panelist focused on a
different legal issue arising from
the ever increasing number of
homeless persons in our country.
The topics covered included the
origins of the homelessness prob
lem, civil liberties of the homeless,

(L. to r.) Judge Ludwig, Norman Siegel, Barbara Sand, John
Calmore and Ronald Slye.
mental health and commitment,
the disparate impact of homeless
ness on blacks, housing and home
less and providing legal assistance
to community organizations
which help the homeless.
At two points during the after
noon the floor was opened for
betwcKiT Llte pattdistg"
and questions from the audience.
During the open discussion period,
panel members openly disagreed
on aspects of other panel
members' proposals for dealing
with the homelessness problem.
These minor disagreements.

which became emotional on cer
tain points, were tempered by the
unanimous agreement of the pane
lists that lawyers need to partic
ipate actively in seeking to stem
the growing tide of homelessness.
Articles written by the panelists
will be published in the Law
Sytrrposiumissue.
Norman Siegel began the Sym
posium by discussing the origins
of the homelessness problem and
the civil liberties problems posed
by homelessness. Mr. Siegel noted
that two major reasons for the

increased number of homeless
were the "deinstitutionalization"
of persons previously confined to
mental institutions and the
marked decrease in the amount of
available low-income urban hous
ing. Mr. Siegel concluded that a
comprehensive approach to the
problem of homelessness should
include affordable low-income
housing (not shelters), job training
(on a voluntary basisX rehabilita
tion of abandoned buildings, reme
dial measures to ameliorate the
impact of urban redevelopment on
the poor (such as requiring devel
opers to make payments to lowincome housing subsidy trust
funds) and recognizing a consti
tutional right to counsel in
landlord-tenant cases where evic
tion is a possibility.
Judge Edmund Ludwig, who
with Professor Donald Dowd coauthored Pennsylvania's Mental
Health Procedures Act, discussed
the mental health and commit
ment issues related to the home
lessness problem. Judge Ludwig
noted that a nationwide decrease
in the number of patients confined
in mental treatment facilities
estimated to be between 400,(X)0
and 900,000 persons occured from
the 1960's through the 1980's.
Although many of those released
'irmtrinstTtutions'^are mentaily rlf,they may no longer be confined
unless they pose a threat to
themselves or to others. Unfortu
nately, at the same time these
persons were being released, out
patient mental health programs
were
not
proportionately

increased. As a result, many of the
previously confined mentally ill
have become members of today's
homeless. Judge Ludwig stressed
the need for adequate and easily
available mental health care as
one prerequisite to solving the
homelessness problem.
Professor John Calmore spoke
on the homelessness problem
from a racial perspective. Profes
sor Calmore proposed that advo
cacy to deal with homelessness
should be race-specific because
those most affected by the prob
lem, blacks in urban areas, suffer
from "containment." Professor
Calmore pointed out that the
present programs for dealing with
homelessness have not solved the
problem and proposed that a
better approach would involve
targeting available funding for
low income black neighborhoods.
In this way, blacks would have the
opportunity for housing in the
urban areas in which they now
live.
Barbara Sard discussed the
need for lawyers to aid the home
less in utilizing the programs
presently available. Ms. Sard
noted that many of the existing
subsidy programs are being mis
used and/or underutilized. Ms.
Sard stressed that many immedrate beiie/i is • could be leaJized if •
lawyers worked to remove legal
barriers facing the homeless and
to reshape the ways in which
programs to aid the homeless are
administered.
Professor Ronald Slye, who
(Continued on page 4)

Moot Court Does It Again
by Ed Campbell
Once again the Villanova Moot
Court Board remains active in a
number of outside competitions.
Moot Court Board Chairperson
Cathy Walto is looking forward to
the coming year. "I hope that we
can duplicate the success that
Villanova has enjoyed in former
years," Walto said. Specifically,
Walto noted that last year Alyssa
Fieo and Elizabeth Killackey won
Albany Law School's Family Law
Moot Court Competition. Their
brief will be published in an
upcoming volume of the Villanova
Law Review. Also last year, Scott

Inside
This
Issue
Red Mass

Scheele, Kathleen Sweet and
Arsen Zartarian represented Vil
lanova in the John Marshall
National Information Law Moot
Court Competition. They reached
the quarterfinal of that competi
tion and were awarded best brief
honors. That brief is scheduled to
be published in an edition of the
Software Law /owrwo:/.Professor
Richard Turkington served as
faculty advisor. The Moot Court
Board successfully competed in
nine other national competitions
last year as well.
If early results are any indica
tion of what the future holds, this
year's Moot Court Board should
continue the tradition of excel
lence. In the Board's first outside

competition of the year, Jane
North, Robert Carmignani and
Karen Thomlinson reached the
finals of this year's John Marshall
National Information Law Moot
Court Competition. Again, Profes
sor Richard Turkington provided
able direction and advice.
Additionally, the regional
rounds of the National Moot Court
Competition were held during the
week of November 12-16 at the
Philadelphia Federal Court House.
Villanova competed in Region 3,
which was comprised of schools
from Washington, D.C., Balti
more, Pittsburgh and Philadel
phia. Viljlanova was represented
by last year's Reimel champions,
(Continued on page 5)
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EDITORIAL

Villanova Committee for Homeless
Welcome back, you all. Now that we've indulged
in Thanksgiving fare, it's time to become extremely
serious and narrow-minded: Hit those books. If you've
never been to class, you may find it difficult to do
extremely well on your exams. If you've never taken
an exam, study (then study some more). Good luck
with exams. Enjoy your brief winter reprieve.
Seasons Greetings! Happy New Year! Come on now,
why all the sad faces? It's only a few more weeks

Bulletin Board? Where?
Does anyone look at the bulletin board any more?
No more interview lists posted. An occasional article
or regrets from the Career Services Office ("All those
rumors you've been hearing simply aren't true; you'll
all get jobs. Someday. Are you having a problem with
this? Come to the office for therapy. We all need to
just get it all off our chests sometimes. Free candy.")
about the dismal employment situation for lawyerwanna-bes. I wanna be, don't you? Wanna job? Huh?
Huh? Sure ya do.

Ding!
"Dear Mr./Ms. So-and-so: Ding!" The Docket
plans to sponsor a Rejection Shredding Party next
semester. In the meantime, please submit your letters
to our "Best Ding Letters" Contest. One winner
will be selected from each of six categories: (1)
Shortest; (2) Coldest; (3) Most Ambiguous; (4) Most
verbose; (5) Most Compassionate; (6) Most Obvious
Form Letter. Winners from each category get $10,000
from Wolf, Block (or some other big firm) just to
"go away."

Can't Spell
Me neither. Or at least not well. We received a
letter (mercifully, we decided not to mention your
name) frum some guy who says ther are to many
mispellings in The Docket. Some of us happen to
be dyslexic, you know; still others don't typ well;
and, occasionally, during arduous proofreding
sessions, we miss somethihng. Apologies, apologies.

Support the Thespians
On November 16, we went to see the Court Jesters'
production of "Don't Drink the Water" and, during
the intermission and after the final curtain call, we
heard the same general comments throughout the
audience: "These people must have put in a lot of
time." "This is really funny, well worth the $3.00."
Current VLS students may not realize that only
four years ago, the first ever theatrical production
was put on by Villanova law students. Today, the
Court Jesters, with great enthusiasm, produce two
shows every year, a comedy or drama in the fall,
and a Gilbert and Sullivan musical in the spring.
How many other law schools can say the same? This
type of extracurricular activity is even more
admirable when you stop to think about the time
and effort involved in putting on a play: a prodigious
undertaking. Also, the students involved don't get
paid, nor do they receive school credit. They get only
the satisfaction of bringing live entertainment to the
VLS community and the headache of juggling
rehearsal schedules with academic demands.
Faculty involvement also distinguishes VLS from
other law schools. Due to the large size of their
classes, other law schools are often characterized by
professorial detachment, especially with respect to
extracurricular activities. The involvement of our
faculty with the Court Jesters is commendable and
appreciated. They give up their free time to add to
the quality of law school life. Professors Hyson and
Palm, as well as Dean Reuschlein and Linda Post,
are familiar faces on the Villanova Law stage. In fact,
faculty participation in these productions acts as a
"gate attraction." Surely, these productions provide
students with opportunities to fraternize with their
professors apart from the typical student-faculty
relationship.
The production of "Don't Drink the Water" is
only one example of the fine talent and extraordinary
efforts by VLS thespians. We encourage the entire
law school community to see their classmates and
professors in the spring production of Gilbert and
Sullivan's "Ruddigore."
Thank you, and have a pleasant evening.

Dear Students and Faculty
concerned
about
the
Homeless,

In the name of the Villanova
Committee for the Philadelphia
Homeless I would like to thank
you for your generosity. I received
$1250 dollars for food that will go
to the homeless men and women
on the streets of Philadelphia.
The money has allowed us to
double the amount of food we send
down to the streets. We have
quickly begun to make 100 sand-

Dear Counselor,

I am a 2L who is looking for a
summer job and getting increas
ingly frustrated. All the same
people are getting all the inter
views. It seems so unfair. My rank
puts me in the middle of the classbut there's so much competition
out there. It seems with the
recession and flooding of the legal
market I'll probably end up spend
ing my summer pumping gas.

Dear Jobless,

Signed,
John Jobless

Yes, it's true, the job market is
tough and the top of the class gets
all the interviews with the big
firms. But take heart, big firms
are not the brass ring you might
think. Some have said there is no
greater hell than being a first year
associate at a large law firm. Sure
they pay the big bucks but you
are required to surrender any
hope of a personal life.
In terms of finding a job, there
are many smaller firms in the
suburbs that can offer rewarding
job opportunities professionally
and financially. These smaller
firms will post available job
notices throughout the year. Not
all firms can predict their hiring
needs nine months in advance. My
advice to you is to frequent the
placement office and check these
firms. You might also look into
government agencies and clerk
ship opportunities for the
summer. Send out your own
nailing. Remember it's only a
small percentage of the class that
is able to land a job simply by
tossing a resume in an envelope
in August. Also, talk to your
parents; see if they know any
attorneys. There is nothing wrong
with using connections to get your
foot in the door. Lastly, keep in
mind that your class standing is
not a predictor of how good an
attorney you will become. Many
great attorneys have graduated in
the middle of their class and many
incompetent attorneys have grad
uated at the top of their class.

wiches twice a week rather than
once a week. The group that we
work with in Philadelphia is
grateful for our ability to do this.
The Philadelphia Committee for
the Homeless suggested that we
use some of the money for hats,
gloves, socks and scarves to help
people to survive the winter
months in less pain.
The support of our community
here-at Villanova is essential to
our spirit and willingness to
continue our work for the poor.

The participation of the law
school in our efforts encourages
us to continue to hope that we as
a community can affect the lives
of others. We continue to hope
that our actions will call further
attention to the poor and effect
permanent change in the lives of
the homeless people and the lives
of those who serve them.
Once again, thank you for your
work on behalf of the homeless.

In Solidarity,
Noreen Cameron

COUNSELOR
AT LARGE
Dear Counselor,

I am a IL and am about to lose
my mind. It takes me forever to
do my homework for class. And
when I get to class I never feel
like I got out of the case what I
should have. I feel like everyone
else understands more than I do.
I live for the weekends when I
don't have to be in class. I pretty
much cruised through college but
now I can't believe how hard this
stuff is. If I studied this much in
college I would have been a Rhodes
Scholar.

Signed,
Could Have Been A Rhodes
Dear Rhodes,

homework. 1 understand every
thing. I raise my hand many times
every day in all of my classes. I
always answer correctly. I know
what the teachers are going to say
before they say it. I know everyone
else understands much less than
I do. I'm bored. I live for the
weekends when I don't have to be
in class. I cruised through college
(in my sporty Green Gremlin),
rejecting both the Rhodes and
Marshall Scholarships (I don't
like rain). I can't believe how easy
this law school stuff is. What's ail
the fuss for? Is something wrong
with me?

Signed,

Law Review's in the Bag
Welcome to the 1st year of law
school! If you think you're the only Dear "Law Review":
Very funny, Professor Palm.
one who has difficulty reading the
cases, you're not. If you feel that
everyone else knows more than
you do, they don't. If you live for
the weekends, join the rest of the
working world. Your classmates
the'Ts^itfe "waf
onfy-they hide it. Try and find a buddy
to commiserate with, there is
support in numbers. If someone
makes you feel stupid, end the
conversation and leave. Keep
hanging in there. You are learning
more than you think. And when
in doubt look at the 2Ls and 3Ls
and say to yourself "if they got
through it, I can too!"
Dear Counselor,

1 am a IL who can't understand
why my classmates bitch so
much. I do all my homework in
one-tenth the time my classmates
(say they) do theirs. I even have
the t.v. on most of the time!
Sometimes I watch t.v. and talk
on the phone while I'm doing my
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25rd Annual Red Mass
by Michelle T. Wirtner

On Friday, October 26, the Law
School held its 23rd annual Red
Mass in St. Mary's Chapel. This
Votive Mass of the Holy Spirit is
a special celebration offered to
invoke Divine blessings upon the
Law School and the legal profes
sion. The Red Mass (which gets
its name from the red vestments
of its celebrants and participants)
originated in 13th century in
France and in England. The
English celebration, held on the
Feast of St. Michael, marks the

opening of the Michelmas term of
royal courts. In Washington, D.C.
the Mass marks the opening of the
October term of the United States
Supreme Court.
Villanova's first Red Mass took
place on October 10, 1957 and
remains a cherished Law School
tradition. This year's was well
attended by faculty, law students,
alumni and staff, who socialized
afterwards at the reception and
enjoyed an open bar and excellent
spread of hors d'oeuvre.

^J^can and '^acuCty of
0/i[[anoua ^iJ-niacwity ^ScdooC of Jlata
x£.qu£.±t tlie fixcicncc of you ami youi yucit at

a votiuc cA/laii of tUc c^oCy Sfiirit
invoHiny

ufion ifi£

cSc^ooC of Jlauj an J tli£.

iPto/kiiton

on

of ^ctofjcx
^Nijne.is.e.n

and ninety

at itx o ctocli
in tlic dftafxe-C
Sl

\ cMatt

County Jline. anJ. cSjixiny c^itC <cf^oaA±
n/iffanova ^nivexiity

Edmund^.
iPxsiicUnt of ifU nUnit/exiity

C7. 5^.

s 3<, (3\a.nfi£.U . O S 'B
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Edmund Dobbin, O.S.A., President of Villanova University, presided over the liturgy.

December Haiku
In my suburban bed
awakened:
December geese

Leaving dried corn
for the wild turkeys
Today, only three

T

Winter driving...
catching myself squinting again
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three a.m.
the T.V.'s grey glow
fading into sleep

The marble altar:
altar boys carryingpoinsettias
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ELS Sponsors Toxic Tort Litigator
by Kevin Shelley
On Wednesday, November 14,
Allan Kanner spoke to a group of
students at the law school. Mr.
Kanner, of the law firm of Kanner
& Gutman, P.C., Philadelphia, is
a graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania and Harvard Law
School, and served as a judicial
clerk for the Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals. As a trial attorney, Mr.
Kanner specializes in representing
plaintiffs in toxic tort and envir
onmental litigation. Noteworthy
among the diverse national cases
which he has tried are: In re
Three Mile Island Litigation
and In re Louisville Sewer
Explosion Litigation.
Speaking to an interested
audience of possible future envir
onmental litigators (both plaintiff
and defense), Mr. Kanner dis
cussed trial strategies which he
utilizes to obtain favorable jury
verdicts. Emphasizing the pres
ence of the jury and its role as
a representative of society at
large, the trial attorney must be
able to cut through the enormous
ly complex factual and medical
determinations which are neces
sarily developed at trial and focus
on the plain fact of defendant
liability and plaintiff harm. The
plaintiff's attorney has the oppor
tunity to present concrete evi

dence to the jury, who, in the
areas of liability and damages,
allocate responsibility. The plain
tiff's attorney should try to pre
vent the jury from getting lost in
the technical terminology which
must nevertheless be shown to
develop causation. For example,
the critical toxicological terms
"exposure,"
"dose"
and
"response" may be explained to
a jury by a familiar analogy to
commonplace activities, thereby
removing the mystery of their
scientific meaning while retaining
their substantive role in the
causation analysis. Mr. Kanner
also discussed how working with
a them.e, setting up and utilizing
experts, and showing what the
defendants knew about the par
ticular product at issue can all
contribute to an effective presen
tation to a jury. The overriding
goal to an effective jury presen
tation on the complexities of a
toxic tort case is to remember your
audience (the jury) and keep it
simple.
Mr. Kanner also discussed the
strategies of his opposition, coun
sel to the defendant corporations.
In contrast to the plaintiff's aims,
the defense will attempt to use the
lack of valid scientific study
regarding the effects of the pro
duct in question to show that the
plaintiff cannot prove general

causation. Thus, the defense
tactic evolves into a battle of
experts debating unproven scien
tific theories about the effects of
the harmful product at issue. Mr.
Kanner, of course, sees this stra
tegy as disingenuous: the lack of
systematic and comprehensive
study by the producers of these
chemical products should not
serve as a basis to escape liability
for their effects. In fact, the
absence of such study should go
toward the defendant's culpability
in using a dangerous product
without proper knowledge of its
effects.
Recounting stories from past
trials, Mr. Kanner spoke with
enthusiasm and encouraged the
students to "take up the cause"
of environmental litigation. At the
customary wine and cheese recep
tion, he explained why the envir
onmental field is on the cutting
edge of tort law, and how trial
lawyers really do make a differ
ence in the development and
formation of the law. Trial law
yers impact judicial decisions and
shape public opinion which, in
turn, spurs legislative action. Mr.
Kanner left copies of recent arti
cles which he has written on these
subjects. Those interested in
obtaining copies should stop by
the Environmental Law Socity
office.

Abtcfcanpis rapes start here.
Whenever there's drinking or dn^, things can get out of hand.
So it's no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.
Bui you should know that under any circumstances,sex without
the other person's ccmsent is considered rape. A felaiy punishable
by priscm. And drinking is no excuse.
Thai's why when you party it's good to know what your limits are.
You see, a litde s(ierii^ thought now can save you fron a big
pr(Alem later.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Thursday, Nov. 29, at 3:30 p.m. Sarah Nichols from the Clean
Air Council in Philadelphia and Professor John Hyson will be
holding an informal discussion on the Clean Air Act
Amendments.
Holiday Card Recycling
The Environmental Law Society has been asked by the St.
Judes Ranch for Children to encourage students, staff and faculty
to save holiday cards received this season. St. Judes is a home
and educational center for neglected children in Boulder City,
NY. Children at the Ranch recycle the fronts of these cards,
making new cards for next year. All profits go towards
maintaining operations at the Ranch.
So, please save your cards and ELS will collect them in the
cafeteria upon our return in January. Thanks!

VLS Alumna Becomes
Chief Defender

4

After an exhaustive national
search, the Defender Association
of Philadelphia appointed Ellen T.
Greenlee (VLS '73) on October 30,
as the first female chief in its 56year history. Greenlee has been a
member of the Association's staff
since 1980 and, in 1986, became
First Assistant Defender. She had
been acting chief since June 30
when her predecessor, Benjamin
Lerner, stepped down.
Charles A. Cunningham, a
black Temple Law graduate, was
named first assistant defender.
The Legal Intelligencer, in its
October 30th article on Greenlee
and Cunningham, quoted Jules
Epstein, former senior trial and
appellate lawyer at the Defender
Association: "It's extremely impor
tant now that the Defender Asso
ciation have a black person (Cun
ningham) in a top administrative
position. And there is no one —
black or white — more qualified
than Charles Cunningham."
This comment, perhaps mixed,
follows the concerns of some of
the Association's minority
members who, according to the
Philadelphia Inquirer, complained
of "bias in the promotions sys
tem," a charge which Lerner and

BAJieRS

ABA: Individual Rights & Responsibilities
by Marian Bloss

Drake Law School
LSD Liaison to the
Section on Individual
Rights & Responsibilities

The legal profession has been
getting "good press" lately,
thanks to an IRR Committee
endeavor that has focused consid
erable positive attention on the
American Bar Association. Even
the Today show and 6Q Minutes,
as well as the New York
Times,Washington Post, and Wall
Street Journal, have taken notice
of the highly successful "Soviet
Lawyer

Internship

Project,"

sponsored by the IRR Section for
the past two years.
In April of this year, the first
17 attorneys from the Soviet
Union headed home after spending

7 months in work-study intern
ships in 11 states with American
law firms, corporations, prosecu
tors, public defenders and law
schools. Those 8 women and 9
men had been chosen from a pool
of 162 initial Soviet applicants. In
May, an additional 19 Soviet
lawyers, semi-finalists from that
applicant pool, were brought to
Miami, New York and Washing
ton, D.C. in order to participate
in professional gatherings with
the Young Lawyers Division of
the ABA.
In February of 1991, the section
plans to bring at least 30 more
Soviet lawyers to the U.S. for
internships lasting from 7 to 10
months. This annual program is
presently funded by the Soros
Foundation, an American-based

organization that fosters cooper
ation between the Soviet Union
and the United States.
In June this year, the ABA
approved our sponsoring intern
ships for young attorneys from
throughout Central and Eastern
Europe, based upon the success of
the Soviet project. A grant has
been offered by the International
Academy of Trial Lawyers Foun
dation for $50,800 to begin this
project, and the Bar Association
of Czechoslovakia has already
offered to cooperate.
The ABA's Section on Individ
ual Rights and Responsibilities is
also active in other areas of
concern to law students: rights of
women, the disadvantaged and
minorities, AIDS education and
legal services, nuclear arms con

trol, international human rights,
environmental and consumer
protection, immigration, criminal
jutice, the death penalty, the first
Amendment, privacy and other
crucial "people issues" of our
time.
If these issues are related to any
of the reasons WHY YOU CAME
TO LAW SCHOOL IN THE
FIRST PLACE, then you owe it
to yourself to join this section. As
a member, you will receive the
section's magazine, Human
Rights, three times yearly, as well
as a newsletter containing timely
information regarding the sec
tion's ongoing work within the
American Bar Association. Ask
your Dean or your ABA/LSD
representative for an application.

Greenlee deny. Nevertheless,
Greenlee told the Inquirer that her
immediate concerns
were
" 'pulling people within the office'
together, and increasing the har
mony in the office.' "
The Philadelphia Defender
office has a staff of 350, including
150 attorneys, which makes it one
of the biggest law firms in the city.
This year, its budget is $15
million. Both Greenlee and Cun
ningham are concerned about
recruiting and training new law
yers. Greenlee told the Intelli
gencer, " 'There are two discrete
groups we draw on. There are a
significant number of very bright
attorneys who aren't out to be
millionaires and who are interest
ed in public service. The second
group is less altruistic, but a little
self-interest is healthy. The
Defender Association is a good
place to learn to be the very best
trial attorney you want to be.' "
"Two weeks in this office are
equivalent to a year in private
practice,' " added Cunningham.
The Philadelphia Defender
Office was rated the best Public
Defender office in the country in
1987 when it won the NLADA's
Clara Shortridge Foltz Award.

HOMELESSNESS

(Continued from page 1)

teaches a clinical workshop on
homelessness at Yale Law School,
spoke on the impact that lawyers
could make by assisting commun
ity groups with legal advice on
matters including: incorporating,
purchasing abandoned buildings,
and forming coalitions. This con
cept, referred to as "community
institution building," assists the
homeless by providing legal assist
ance toexisting community organ
izations combatting the homeless
ness problem.
Jim Flynn (3L), the Managing
Editor of the Symposium, worked
with Professor Sirico to assemble
this exceptional panel of speakers
for the Law Review's 25th Sym
posium. The Symposium was
followed by a cocktail reception
during which the audience was
afforded the opportunity to speak
informally with the panelists.
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Ohespians on T^aradel

by Maria A. Sawczuk

The Villanova Law School
Court Jesters performed their fall
comedy, Woody Allen's "Don't'
Drink the Water," on Friday and
Saturday, November 16th and
17th. Director David J. Campbell
did a wonderful job in bringing to
life the plight of a Jewish family
from Newark, NJ., who becomes
trapped behind the Iron Curtain
and is accused of being spies.
The play opens with a Catholic
priest, who sets the background
for the play. Timothy Cummings
does a fine job as Fr. Drobney, the
priest who has been hiding in the
^ American Embassy for §ix
and has used that time practicing
magic. 'The Holy Houdini," how
ever, seems to have missed his
calling. The only trick that
worked for him was a name that
card trick, and the whole deck was
comprised of the same card!
Walter and Marion Hollander,
played by Dale Facey and Tina
Makoulian, are the lovely Jewish
couple from Newark. Facey does
an excellent job portraying the
caterer from Newark with a her

nia, who would have rather vaca
tioned in Atlantic Beach as they
do every year, then spend their
vacation trapped in an embassy.
Susan Hollander, played by
Michelle MacDonald, is the free
thinking daughter who enjoys
their "adventure" in the embassy.
Susan is unhappily betrothed to
a lawyer back home, but she
decides to break it off after meet
ing the handsome son of the
ambassador. Axel Magee.
Axel, played by Ted Myers, is
the handsome, yet inefficient and
bumbling son of sure and success
ful Ambassador Magee, played by

Jed

has

thrown out of every cdiintry he*s
been sent to. His father, in a last
ditch effort, decides to put him in
charge of the embassy while he
returns to the States. This is
Axel's last chance to do something
right for a change, or else lose his
position to the ever efficient,
faithful, and nauseating Ms.
Kilroy. Kilroy is portrayed to
perfection by Theresa Flanagan.
The Hollanders are accused of
spying and are chased to the

embassy by Krojack. Stephen
Labik does a fine job portraying
the Nazi-esque character in charge
of the area.
The only hope for the Holland
ers is to escape during a party
thrown by the embassy for the
Sultan of Bashir. As you are
'probably aware, the Sultan is the
star of the show, and is played by
Professor Craig Palm. Professor
Palm is very convincing as the
sheik who crushed the little
people of his country when they
attempted an uprising, (sound
familiar?) Professor Palm seemed
a little too convincing as the
drunken sheik art: the party! As ditf
Angeline Chen, who portrayed his
(drunken) wife. Maybe a little
insight as to what was going on
backstage?!?
The Court Jesters put on a
marvelous performance. Their
next performance will be the
Gilbert and Sullivan musical
"Ruddigore," set to be performed
in March. After this performance,
I can't wait to see how they top
it!

This Is Only A Test,
In a real emergency.
by Prudence Juris

It's countdown time, folks. This
part of the semester is similar to
the beginning of the fourth quar
ter in football. There's still a fair
amount of time left in the game.
Not enough to make you panic, but
not enough to make you feel ultracomfortable either. If it seems like
the beginning of the end, then
relax. It's really only the begin
ning of the beginning.
There are basically two types
of people who surface during the
period preceding and during
exams. Type 1 includes people
who have all of their outlines
finished, annotated and crossindexed. I call these people the
"anal retentives." There are also
the Type 1 people who have
finished each of their professor's
previous exams and believe they
are the next Williston on Con
tracts or Scott on Trusts. I call
these people the "fools." It is
possible to be a "foolish anal
retentive" or an "anal retentive

fool" if you try hard enough as
the sub-Type I's are not exclusive.
In this case, just say no, unless
you want to be isolated, satirized,
and burned in effigy.
Now, we come to the Type 2
people. Type 2 includes people
who have either studied from the
commercial outlines or casenotes
rather than read the cases. I call
these people the "desperados."
The main things to know on the
exam are; what the main issues
are, what the applicable rule of
law is, and how to apply that law
to the set of facts you are given.
It kind of helps if you see how the
courts dealt with the same types
of issues you will be asked to deal
with on the exam. Might even help
in real life, too. Who knows? There
are people who fall into Type 3,
but they are useless for our
discussion here because they
never surface. They are kind of
like the Dean — you see them once
at the first-year reception and

never see them again until gra
duation. Your best bet is to fall
somewhere between being foolish
and being desperate. The bottom
line is to let the stress push you
to your limits, not push you over
the brink of sanity.
Now for the bad news. No
matter how smart you think you
are, at least half of your class will
wind up in the bottom 50% of the
class. Harsh realities. Are grades
important? Yeah. Do they measure
your ability as a lawyer or your
worth as a person? Probably not.
Just think of the exam as a piece
of paper. That's really all it is. Can
one exam really affect your entire
future? Hell, yes. But so does
everything you do every day of
your life. Remember George Bai
ley? As far as planning a study
schedule, deciding when to study
which subject and all that crap,
just do it! But like the man said:
"Don't look back 'cause someone
might be gaining on you."

MOOT CT. DOES IT AGAIN
(Continued from page 1)

Linda Ferrara and Rosemary
Halligan. Ed Campbell served as
the team's alternate member. The
team was advised by Professor
Anne Poulin.
In the opening rounds, Villan
ova advanced with victories over
Temple University and the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania. Villanova
then advanced over George Mason
University and American Univer
sity to the finals of the regional
competition. Catholic University
was the region's other finalist.
Catholic University narrowly
won the final contest. Despite the
loss, Villanova's Rosemary Halli
gan was singled out as the com
petition's finest oralist.
The Moot Court Board is also
currently administering the
thirty-First Annual Reimel Moot
Court Competition. The prelimi
nary rounds were held over sev
eral weeks extending from late
September to mid-October. Onehundred and fifty students, com
prising 78 teams, competed for the
opportunity to advance to the next

round of the competition. Over
two-hundred and fifty alumni
volunteered their time and effort
to judge these arguments.
Moot Court Board Chairperson
Cathy Walto attributes much of
the continuing success of the
Annual Reimel Competition to the
enthusiasm and support of Villan
ova's alumni. "The support we
receive from alumni is overwhelm
ing. This competition could not be
possible if our alumni were not as
eager to contribute. Individual
alumni often go out of the way
to make themselves available for
this competition. The practical
insight that they bring to student
competitors can not be over
valued," Walto said. Walto also
noted that alumni will continue
to serve as judges in the upcoming
rounds of the competition.
The final sixteen teams argued
in later November. The eight
winning teams in this single
elimination round will meet in the
quarterfinals of the competition.
The quarterfinal round is sche
duled to be held on January 28,
1991.
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Undue Process: Total Rec
by B.S. Finkel
Many famous celebrities can
tell you the value of recreation.
True, most of them wouldn't
deign to waste their precious time
talking to the likes of you, since
they're famous celebrities and are
probably off engaged in recreation
right at this very moment, what
with knowing the value of it and
all. Famous celebrities are often
selfish that way. But they can
afford to be; they're already rich
and famous. "But what about
me?" you may ask. It's kind of you
to be concerned. Oh, you were
asking not about me, but about
you while using the first person
pronoun. And there I was going
on about how selfish famous
celebrities can be.
Anyway, what about you? You
are in law school now, a pursuit
which goes with recreation like
Milli Vanilli goes with singing
(... and I wrote this before the
scandal broke). In a scientific
study, professionally-trained
scientists using scientific methods
discovered scientifically that law
students tend to study an awful
lot. This kind of scientific finding
can hardly be disputed. Many
students go through law school
with the idea that "studying" and
"breathing" are synonyms. (For
tunately for them, no one has yet
figured out who it is making those
anonymous heavy-studying phone
calls.) Still more law school unfor
tunates are under the impression
that "Sweating to the Oldies" is
when they get grilled in Decedents
class. The fact is, with all trials
and tribulations of law school (by
now, you all of course know what
trials are; interestingly, a tribu
lation is a kind of threshing
sledge, which I understand
receives detailed coverage in
man^^ of your third year coWfs'es), ~
many law students are not getting
their minimum daily required
amount of recreation.
Many famous celebrities can
tell you the value of recreation.
I know you've heard that before.
One famous celebrity whose
actions do speak to the value of
recreation is George Bush, who is
not only president but has had a
beer named after him. George
Bush is one of the leading prop
onents of the value of recreation
to offset the burden of a tough
pressure-cooker job. It's not easy
punching the time clock in the
Oval Office every weekday morn
ing when you know that come
Saturday Night, Dana Carvey is
just going to make fun of the way
you talk on national TV. That's
precisely why a person needs a
little recreation every now and
then.
Remember when the whole Iraq
crisis thing started? Bush was off
in Kennebunkport, Maine, stead
fastly keeping to a rigorous sche
dule of vigorous recreational
activity, and then Saddam Hus
sein, with so flagrant a disregard
of Our President's vacation plans
that one might think it was
intentional, makes an end run
around the Kuwait border. So
there was George Bush, caught
between Iraq and a hard play.'
Years back,Jimmy Carter, who by
random chance became our 39th
president, had been held hostage
in the White House by the Iranian
hostage crisis. It was like he had
a pocket pager, and the Iranian
hostage crisis had gotten his
number and was constantly beep
ing him. He couldn't even go out
for a burger. Bush was not about
to fall prey to that same disaster.
In the face of a global crisis, he
hunkered down and recreated as
no president has ever recreated.
(Note: that verb is recreated, as
in engaged in recreation, and not
recreated, as in engaged in the act
of having offspring; as we all
know from the tabloids, it was
Kennedy who recreated in the

latter sense as no president had
ever recreated.) While Bush
gained points for his refusal to
allow himself to be twisted in the
political winds, many cynical
pundits thought it wouldn't have
been such a bad thing if he would
have at least phoned the office.
But the bottom line is even
though Bush knew the serious
global impact of the Iraq situation,
he felt it was more important to
enjoy his recreation. Instead of
folding up his tent like a, well, Hke
a tent, George refused to give
short shrift to his recreation to
deal with a measly international
crisis. And what happened? Did
Iraq add a 'ue' onto the end of its
name to conform with a standard
rule of spelling? Did Saddam
Hussein clone another person
from his living cells so that the
guy who is his television spokes
man could have a twin? Did
someone point out what a silly
name Kennebunkport is? Did the
media scare off all the fish? As I
recall from watching CNN, no to

all the above. It actually went
something like this:
Announcer: We interrupt our
regularly scheduled program for
a special report, live from the
ninth fairway of the Kennebunk
port Pitch 'N' Putt, with "The
Global Crisis: Rough Time in the
Sand Trap."
Clamoring media (in unison): Mr.
President! Mr. President!!
G.B. (ignoring them): Well, uh,
fore!
Clamoring media (in English this
time, since it seems that Mr. Bush
does not understand unison,
which js a dialect of Esperanto):
Mr. President! Mr. President!!
Saddam Hussein just took his
troops and overran Kuwait.
G.B.: Can't this wait? I've got a
heavy morning scheduled. After
this I'm gonna go jogging, play
tennis, then take out the boat and
spend a few hours fishing for
crappies.
Clamoring media: But Mr. Pres
ident, they're taking hostages.
G.B.: Those darn crappies. If I said
it once, I said it a thousand times
— they're darn cagier than your
average salt-water fish.
Sam Donaldson: No sir, the Iraqis
have taken hostages — I can
verify it for you, since I heard
about it first-hand when I visited
our top secret highly classified
military installation in Saudi
Arabia, the one that's located in
the An Nafud at latitude bearing
27.54 degrees, 46.31 degrees
longitude.
G.B.: I'm sure I don't know what
you're talking about, Sam. We
have no secret bases there, ha, ha,
ha.
Sam: Sure, you know the one, Mr.
President. It has a housing capac
ity of over sixteen thousand
specially-trained desert attack
troops in a network of under
ground barracks totally undetec
table from the air, in a location
so carefully selected and so sur
reptitiously constructed that Iraqi
intelligence has virtually no clue

of its existence, with defenses so
totally impregnable that the ene
my could only destroy it if they
were to know the exact location
of the main power generator,
which is four hundred yards due
east of a cluster of nine cedar trees
which houses communications
G.B.: FORE! (crack!) Sorry, there,
Sam. My putter slipped.
Sam: I've fallen ... and I can't get
up.
Announcer: We now return you
to our regularly scheduled pro
gram, already in progress.
Marsha: Greg Brady, you stinker,
you did that on purpose!
' Greg: Oh yeah? Well you started
it!
Mr. Brady: Hey, kids, what's all
the racket about?
Marsha: Greg just took his troops
and overran Kuwait.
Mr. Brady: Can't this wait? I've
got a heavy morning scheduled...
[This didn't really happen on a
Brady Bunch episode. Greg would
not overrun Kuwait. Bob and

Carol brought him up better than
that. It's just that I always
thought Mr. Brady would make
a good president.]
Anyway, the Bushman refused
to let a little thing like a global
crisis get in the way of his recrea
tion. George stuck to rowboats,
not gunboats; cut bait, not
Kuwait; the golf, not the Gulf;
Down East, not mideast. There's
a solid lesson here for lawyers and
law students. Never undervalue
the importance of recreation. I
know my travel agent never does.
"So what?," you ask. "How does
this affect me?" Selfish, selfish,
selfish. The answer is, to para
phrase Shakespeare, the play's
the thing. There should be more
to law school than law school. If
you don't take the time to smell
the roses, the roses will go
unsmelt, which is probably a bad
thing. Let's try a little multiple
choice question, designed to assess
your approach to recreation in law
school:
In my spare time, I
:
(a) have no spare time
(b) attend classes
(c) weep uncontrollably
(d) write for the Docket
If you answered (a), you are in
serious trouble. You are taking
law school much too seriously. If
you're not careful, you could end
up writing for law review or,
worse yet, reading it.
If you answer^ (b), you're at
the other extreme. You must learn
that law school is not just some
thing to do between racquetball
matches or when you're not hung
over. You need to learn that it's
also something to do when there's
nothing good on TV.
If you answered (c), you are
normal. This is not necessarily
good.
If you answered (d), you are a
well-adjusted, fun-loving yet pro
ductive, good-to-be-around, con
scientious go-getter who is just
the type of person who can make
a difference in this world, who is

practically guaranteed a highpaying prestigious job upon gra
duation. Hey, if you can lie, so can
I.
The Theory of Recreationism
Obviously, if George Bush can
blow off a global crisis for a little
backwoods adventure, surely you
can take time away from law
school for a little relaxation. In the
long run, you'll be better off for
it. Even if you decide not to
participate in a marathon, it can't
hurt. By escaping even moment
arily from the demands of law
school, you can avoid going off the
deep end (unless you happen to go
swimming as a study break, and
then you can go off the deep end
if the lifeguard doesn't mind). The
only problem, aside from making
the time, is what exactly you can
do for recreation.
Those of you who are currently
first year probably have a better
memory of what recreation is, but
have less inclination to indulge.
Those second year among you
likely have some slightly-

cobwebbed recollection, but just
haven't the time. By third year,
recreation is to you as the liberal
arts courses you took in college
to get your G.P.A. up: you knew
it served a useful purpose, but
draw a complete blank as to what
it was all about. So I think a little
refresher may be in order. It will
only be a little refresher, since I
only got out last May, and it's slow
coming back to me. Also, I seem
to have managed to fill most of
this column by slandering current
and former Presidents, so I don't
have much room left. (Note: Any
of you readers who felt compelled
to make a mental note that I have
actually libeled rather than
slandered those presidents should
drop whatever you're doing this
instant and immediately take part
in recreational activity, although
I suspect it may be too late.)
Partying: This involves get
ting together with a group of
people — no, not your study
group! — and going out. Often, it
involves drinking alcohol (which
kills brain cells), listening to loud
music (which kills brain cells),
and engaging in obligatory mean
ingless social conversation (which
kills brain cells). I know it sounds
like a lobotomy by inches, but it
compares favorably to studying
the Rule Against Perpetuities,
which accomplishes that end
simply by introducing the concept
of a measuring life.
Sleeping: This is something
done at night. All human beings
must engage in this activity for
at least 5 to 8 hours each night,
unless they are insomniacs or law
students.
Watching television: TV is
called the idiot box, so when you
hear people say "Let's go watch
the idiot box," they are not neces
sarily talking about seeing Stal
lone fight in the latest Rocky
movie. In the old days, you could
only watch programs on three
network channels and a handful
of static-ridden UHF channels.

Today, thanks to cable technology,
you can watch upwards of thirty
channels, mostly showing old
sitcoms and professional wres
tling. Who needs life's rich tapes
try, when you can watch Mr. Ed,
followed by a Texas Death Tag
Team match featuring the Fabu
lous Free Birds? There's also
something called QVC, which is
what they call a home shopping
network, designed specially for
people with atrocious taste who
are tired of Mr. Ed.
Working out: This involves
exercising to stay in shape. A
popular form of working out is
aerobics, which is a series of
exercises designed to make you
strain and sweat as hard as you
can, get your heart beating as fast
as possible, increase your breath
ing to hyperventilation level, and
wear you down and exhaust you
to the point of total collapse.
Actually, it's a lot like being called
on by the professor in your firstyear classes. It is my understand
ing that this exercise is often done
to the accompaniment of a Jane
Fonda video. I tried it once, but
I felt that 'On Golden Pond' lent
nothing to my exercise and in fact,
rather than adding to the vigor of
my workout, tended to depress
me.
Reading books: Yeah, right.
Complaining: You'd be sur
prised how much relief this can
provide. Not that anyone will ever
listen to your complaints or
respond, but it's a lot of fun; try
it: say out loud, with feeling,
"Why don't they offer better
courses at more convenient
times?" Didn't that feel good? Now
try this one; "How come we have
to do all this work?!" Excellent!
Now, how about: "This article is
too long, and it isn't that funny!!" i
Hey, wait a minute, don't turn on
me like rabid dogs, I'm trying to
help you. Not that long ago, the
number one complaint among law
students regarded the heating and
air-conditioning system. We had
hours of fun just comparing the
extreme room temperatures to
various places like Kuwait and
Kennebunkport (talk about your
foreshadowing!). Sadly, this topic
should pass out of vogue now that
the administration has seen fit to
replace the old system with a
state-of-the-art system. The old
system, which consisted of the
cafeteria workers continuously
opening and closing the freezer
doors to simulate air conditioning
in the summer and switching to
the oven doors in the winter for
heat, suffered occasional prob
lems, in particular when fish was
on the menu. Now, with the new
energy-efficient, accurate-to-thetenth-of-a-degree high-tech sys
tem, those complaints are no
longer valid. So try this one: "I
can't believe that so much of the
obscene tuition I have to pay to
go here, enough to start up a video
rental franchise, had to be used
to fix up the lousy heat in this
place!" Now it's the Dean's turn
to say "This article is too long,
and it isn't that funny!!"
Overrunning Kuwait: What
the heck, a law student is entitled
to a little fun now and then,
particularly with finals coming
up.
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Inquiring Photographer:

Lynn Hirsch, 3L: "The best

part of the view is I can see the sun
rising in the East after working all night."

Susan McNeill, 2L: "Do you
or business?"

think law should be a profession

Jason Shafron, 3>\j:''You^trg as deep as we dig at Villanova."

Kevin Shelley, 21j:"You're odd'r. rkinda weird:'-

What was the
most
interesting
question or
comment ever
said to you
Elizabeth Killackey, 3L: In response to "I don't think this
interview is going well," the interviewer replied "What makes you think
sn?"
so.

j
•
Qurmg
an

interview?

Meg Murphy, 3L: "Villanova Law School, where is that?'
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All I Want for
Christinas. . .
Intramural Volleyball team, Fleshpile, undefeated two years in a row, going for their
third.

"A brutal slaying. . .
The Villanova Law School
Rugby Club completed its fall
season with a record of two wins
and three losses. After close losses
on the road to Jefferson Medical
School and LaSalle University,
VLS Rugby defeated Temple Law
and Penn Law at home. The final
game of the season was hosted by
Swarthmore College, who foiled
Villanova's hopes of a winning
season. However, several players
have pointed out that the team's
record should actually be 3-3, after
factoring in a constructive victory
over St. Joseph's, who reneged on
a scheduled match after witness
ing VLS's brutal slaying of Tem
ple Law.

Lyons eventually required six
stitches to close the gaping wound.
After an inspiring halftime visit
from the ghost of Knute Rockne
living vicariously through Eric
Schlanger, our men in black were
able to turn around their season
and score 10 straight points. The
game was followed by extensive
post game festivities, where Vil
lanova was once again victorious
in the bat races, largely due to
Scott "Woody, The First Year"
Phillips monstrous chugging
capacity.
The scene was set for the
determination of this fall's winner
of the prestigious "Barrister's
Cup," awarded to the law school

of Temple Law was only a 14-10
victory. In fact, Temple Law held
a 10-4 halftime lead against then
winless Villanova Law. Temple
Law did some slaying of its own
as wing forward Matt "I'll Run
Into A Shower Of Machine Gun
Bullets" Lyons was viciously
slashed in the head. Despite his
teammates' insistence to forego
any expert medical attention
(because they thought a little beer
and bandaid would be sufficient),

in the Philadelphia area, as our
squad was ready to challenge
Penn Law. In typical fashion, the
Penn Law Ruggers had assumed
an easy victory and were not
afraid to vocalize this opinion.
Only days before the game, Penn
Law's "talk" nearly caused a riot
at a local night spot when it was
overheard by some VLS players.
The rivalry finally came to a head
on Friday, October 26th, at home
before a raucous (and sometimes

Actually, the. "brutal slaying"

rugby clup with-the best record

ugly) crowd of 24. All Penn Law's
talking and bragging did not help
them when they stepped on the
field and faced the now finelytuned V.L.S. juggernaut. It is this
reporter's practice to list the
names of all those players who
scored in any given game, but in
this case it would be more efficient
to list those players who did not
... John Morgan. When the match
and the end zone dances were
over, the "Morris Tract Mashers"
posted a lopsided 25-6 victory. Jack
"A Gahrilla Walked Into A Bahh
..." Coakley summed up the day's
event by observing; "Never Have
I seen a rugby team take such an
absolute beating without me being
on-thelosing side."
Due to severe time constraints
resulting from the late finish of
the Swarthmore game, not much
can be reported regarding the
game. However, some rumors,
unconfirmed by this reporter, of
biased officiating (The ref was
their coach), exhausted VLS
Ruggers (Some were out until 4:30
a.m. on the night before the game),
and Bill "The Purple Scrum Half"
Rudnik's as yet to be explained

is a Job.
late arrival could have been rea
sons (ehr... excuses) for the razor
thin Villanova Loss. First Year
Cary "Will You Please Get A
Regulation Rugby Shirt" McClain
was heard to say; "Next Spring,
I'll show up on time and it'll be
Siyonara (sic) Swarthmore."
The Rugby Club obviously
thrives on that 16th player, as its

undefeated home record indicates.
During the Spring season we hope
to host at least four squads and
we welcome anyone who would
like to cheer us on, join us in
partaking in a bit of ale, and listen
to 15 grown men swear and curse
like a chain gang. Don't forget, as
Charles Barkley says, "The home
advantage is you."

ATTENTION'90 ALUMS
WHO SURVIVED VLS;
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